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ABSTRACT
We present three-dimensional hydrodynamical simulations showing the effect of kinetic and
radiative AGN feedback on a model galaxy representing a massive quiescent low-redshift
early-type galaxy of M∗ = 8.41 × 1010M, harbouring a MBH = 4 × 108M black hole
surrounded by a cooling gaseous halo. We show that, for a total baryon fraction of ∼ 20%
of the cosmological value, feedback from the AGN can keep the galaxy quiescent for about
4.35 Gyr and with properties consistent with black hole mass and X-ray luminosity scaling
relations. However, this can only be achieved if the AGN feedback model includes both ki-
netic and radiative feedback modes. The simulation with only kinetic feedback fails to keep
the model galaxy fully quiescent, while one with only radiative feedback leads to excessive
black-hole growth. For higher baryon fractions (e.g. 50% of the cosmological value), the X-
ray luminosities exceed observed values by at least one order of magnitude, and rapid cooling
results in a star-forming galaxy. The AGN plays a major role in keeping the circumgalactic
gas at observed metallicities of Z/Z & 0.3 within the central ∼ 30 kpc by venting nuclear
gas enriched with metals from residual star formation activity. As indicated by previous cos-
mological simulations, our results are consistent with a model for which the black hole mass
and the total baryon fraction are set at higher redshifts z > 1 and the AGN alone can keep the
model galaxy on observed scaling relations. Models without AGN feedback violate both the
quiescence criterion as well as CGM metallicity constraints.
Key words: methods: numerical—galaxies: evolution—galaxies: nuclei—galaxies:star for-
mation
1 INTRODUCTION
Massive early-type galaxies (ETGs) in the local universe are in their
vast majority old, quiescent stellar systems which formed almost all
of their stars ∼ 10 Gyr ago, and show little to no signs of ongoing
star formation (e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003a). This quiescence is a
puzzle in two ways: First, in how it came to be, i.e. what mecha-
nism quenched the star formation in these systems at high redshifts
(z ∼ 2), leaving them quiescent since then. Theoretical arguments
and numerical simulations both point towards powerful feedback
from the galaxies’ supermassive black holes (SMBHs) ejecting and
unbinding much of their gas (the fuel for their star formation) from
their haloes as the cause for quenching (e.g. Silk & Rees 1998; Di
Matteo et al. 2005; Croton et al. 2006; Bower et al. 2006; Hop-
kins et al. 2008; McCarthy et al. 2010; Dubois et al. 2010, 2013,
? E-mail: meisenr@mpa-garching.mpg.de
2016; Martizzi et al. 2012; Le Brun et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al.
2014; Sijacki et al. 2015; Schaye et al. 2015), see also the rele-
vant sections in recent reviews on galaxy formation (Somerville &
Dave´ 2015; Naab & Ostriker 2016). Observations clearly indicate
that most active galactic nuclei (AGN) in the local universe live
in ETGs (Kauffmann et al. 2003b). The direct connection between
AGN activity and quenching is less clear: While some measure-
ments in individual galaxies show clear correlations between fast,
AGN-driven outflows and star formation suppression (e.g. Cano-
Dı´az et al. 2012; Brusa et al. 2015; Carniani et al. 2016), some
show the opposite (enhanced star formation in connection with
AGN winds, e.g. Cresci et al. 2015a,b). A similar division is seen in
statistical studies: Some find evidence for star formation suppres-
sion through AGN winds (e.g. Page et al. 2012), others do not (e.g.
Delvecchio et al. 2015). Furthermore, some theoretical and numer-
ical works also show enhanced star formation associated with AGN
feedback (e.g. Gaibler et al. 2012; Silk 2013; Zubovas et al. 2013).
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Nevertheless, it is observationally clear that feedback from AGN
has significant impact on their host galaxies and the gas within
them (see e.g. Fabian 2012, for a review of the corresponding ev-
idence). Alternative quenching mechanisms usually involve inter-
actions of galaxies with their environment (e.g. Peng et al. 2010;
Smith et al. 2012), e.g. through the effects of merging with another
galaxy, and it is very possible that various processes aid each other
in the quenching (e.g. galaxy mergers causing favourable condi-
tions for efficient AGN feedback, see e.g. Hopkins et al. (2005,
2008)).
While AGN feedback is currently the most fashionable – and
indeed probably the dominant – process for quenching galaxies, the
physical explanations for quenching in massive systems have var-
ied over time, and a thoughtful analysis would indicate that several
other processes have contributed to comparable degrees:
• Firstly, there is an intrinsic physical effect, pointed out by
three papers in 1977 (Rees & Ostriker 1977; Silk 1977; Bin-
ney 1977) that tends to make any heating process more effec-
tive for these systems than for lower mass galaxies: Cooling rates
for a hydrogen-helium plasma are reduced significantly for gas at
the higher virial temperatures of massive ETGs, and these papers
pointed out that there is a critical mass above which the cooling
time is longer than the dynamical time. This mass is important in
setting the upper mass scale for galaxies even though more modern
calculations, which include the cooling effects of metal lines, have
significantly altered the simple, original cooling criterion.
• Secondly, we have stripping by ambient gas in clusters and
groups. The typical ETG lives in a dense cluster of galaxies, mov-
ing through the hot gas envelope seen in thermal X-ray emis-
sion and indicative of the hot, relatively dense environment within
which these systems live.
• Thirdly, type I supernovae are effective in blowing out the pro-
cessed gas from the outer parts of normal ETGs. Papers by Renzini
et al. (1993) and others have indicated that this is a major effect
but of course it could not prevent central cooling flows and central
starbursts.
• Finally, in the cosmological context, gravitational heating
from infall can be important, and Johansson et al. (2009) showed
that this can add nearly 1060 erg over cosmic epochs. This heating
can balance a significant fraction of the normally expected thermal
gas cooling and greatly retard star formation.
While each of these processes would significantly reduce the star
formation which might otherwise occur, recent simulations (see
above) have conclusively shown that a central SFR of several so-
lar masses per year would still occur absent effective suppression of
central cooling flows and star bursts. It is the properly implemented
AGN feedback that was found to be the dominant quenching mech-
anism in this domain.
In any case, galactic evolution leads to a population of ellip-
tical galaxies that, at low redshifts, spend their time mostly qui-
escent, forming very few stars, while still containing significant
amounts of hot gas (e.g. Forman et al. 1979; Humphrey et al. 2006;
Diehl & Statler 2007; Mulchaey & Jeltema 2010; Danielson et al.
2012; Kim & Fabbiano 2013, for some X-ray observations of the
hot gas around ETGs). Here, an important question is exactly how
much hot gas these massive, local ETGs actually contain, as the gas
mass (and its density, which is related), can have a significant im-
pact on the efficiency of different feedback processes. The hot gas
mass, through its Bremsstrahlung and metal line emission, can be
measured using X-ray telescopes, which by now quite a few groups
have done, both for galaxies and larger-scale systems. They corre-
late either the X-ray luminosity of the gas directly, or related quan-
tities like the system’s baryon fraction (its mass of stars and gas di-
vided by its total mass including dark matter), to a variety of other
quantities of the system, e.g. its stellar luminosity or mass, stellar
velocity dispersion, total mass, or gas temperature (e.g. Diehl &
Statler 2007; Mulchaey & Jeltema 2010; Dai et al. 2010; Boroson
et al. 2011; Lagana´ et al. 2013; Kim & Fabbiano 2013; Sarzi et al.
2013; Kim & Fabbiano 2015; Anderson et al. 2015). These cor-
relations show that more massive systems, i.e. systems in deeper
potential wells, contain more gas, with the most massive—galaxy
clusters—having a baryon fraction about equal to that measured
from the cosmic microwave background (CMB, the so-called “cos-
mological” baryon fraction).
On the smaller scales of individual galaxies, the most com-
monly measured relation was between the X-ray luminosity of the
hot gas and tracers of the stellar luminosity (LB or LK). These re-
lations indicate that quiescent ETGs contain less gas compared to
their total masses than groups and clusters, but they also show an
enormous scatter of up to several orders of magnitude (e.g. Boroson
et al. 2011; Sarzi et al. 2013). Only recently, large galaxy surveys
like the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) made it possible to put
tighter constraints on the gas mass in the less massive haloes on
the scales of individual, massive galaxies. Anderson et al. (2015)
used stacked SDSS data to measure the X-ray luminosity–mass re-
lation down to stellar masses ofM∗ = 1010.8M, while the Planck
Collaboration et al. (2013) used the same data to constrain the hot
gas mass via the Sunyaev-Zeldovich (SZ) effect. Together, these
observations indicate that massive galaxies contain enough hot gas
within their virial radii to match the cosmological baryon fraction,
but that their hot haloes have to be much less concentrated than in
more massive systems. Anderson et al. (2015) also show that the X-
ray luminosity–mass relation follows an unbroken power law down
to the scales of massive galaxies, indicating that any influence of
the AGN should be through a gentle, self-regulated feedback mode,
and not through much more disruptive episodes of powerful “ther-
mal blast” feedback events.
The existence of massive hot gaseous haloes around ETGs
leads to the second part of the puzzle: How do low-redshift ETGs
stay quiescent? Without some energetic process stopping it, the hot
gas in an ETG would flow towards the centre triggered by efficient
gas cooling. The gas would become dense enough to form new
stars continuously, breaking the galaxy’s quiescence, which is not
observed (e.g. Mathews & Brighenti 2003). Essentially the same
issue exists in larger-scale structures, i.e. galaxy groups and clus-
ters, where it is commonly known as the “cooling-flow problem”.
Numerical simulations on all scales from clusters down to individ-
ual ETGs show exactly the described behaviour when no feedback
processes, or only feedback from stars (i.e. supernovae and stellar
winds) are included, but they also show that feedback from the cen-
tral SMBH can prevent a cooling catastrophe (e.g. Ciotti & Ostriker
1997, 2001, 2007; Brighenti & Mathews 2006; Nagai et al. 2007;
Ciotti et al. 2010; McCarthy et al. 2010; Le Brun et al. 2014).
In these simulations, the AGN feedback prevents a continu-
ous cooling flow and keeps the system quiescent by heating the
central gas and/or generating winds that decrease the central gas
density. Although, at these late times, these winds are not necessar-
ily capable of ejecting the gas from the halo completely (the sys-
tems are generally too massive and their potential wells too deep),
they can still prevent any further cooling and star formation. If, in
simulations, AGN-driven outflows keep ETGs quiescent, can we
detect these outflows in the real universe? Especially with the rise
of integral-field spectroscopy over the recent years, there have in-
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deed been various detections of likely AGN-driven outflows of gas
in different phases (ionized, atomic, molecular) from the centres
of ETGs (e.g Kehrig et al. 2012; Cano-Dı´az et al. 2012; Alatalo
et al. 2011, 2015; Dasyra et al. 2015; Brusa et al. 2015; Cresci et al.
2015a,b; Gomes et al. 2016; Carniani et al. 2016; Wylezalek & Za-
kamska 2016), which are often explained with interactions of the
AGN-driven radio jet with the surrounding medium, but also with
nuclear winds and radiation pressure (Cicone et al. 2014; Morganti
et al. 2015; Cheung et al. 2016).
Even with modern supercomputers, it is impossible to simulta-
neously resolve the scales on which black hole accretion and feed-
back actually take place (i.e. the AU scales of accretion discs),
and include a whole galaxy (or even larger scales) into a simula-
tion. Therefore, numerical implementations of AGN feedback are
always sub-resolution models designed to catch the overall effect of
the unresolved feedback processes on larger scales. In the past, var-
ious groups tried several different such implementations: One of the
easiest ways to model the AGN feedback is probably in the form
of pure thermal feedback as first implemented by Springel et al.
(2005). There, a fixed fraction r of the rest-mass energy accreted
by the SMBH is assumed to be converted into radiation which then
couples with the surrounding gas with a constant efficiency of f ,
leading to isotropic heating of the interstellar medium (ISM) in the
neighbourhood of the black hole. The thermal energy input of this
heating is strictly proportional to the black hole’s mass accretion
rate: E˙FB = frM˙BHc2.
Already this rather simple AGN feedback model leads to a
regulation of the SMBH growth and the star formation that pro-
duces galaxies, groups, and clusters much more in line with obser-
vations than simulations without any AGN feedback, but it comes
with some limitations. For example, this simple thermal feedback
model has a resolution-dependant, numerical “overcooling” prob-
lem: The surrounding gas can be heated to a temperature at which
it cools rapidly, immediately radiating away the feedback energy,
and making the feedback inefficient. To avoid this problem, Booth
& Schaye (2009) modified the model to let the feedback energy ac-
cumulate until it is enough to heat a certain amount of gas by a set
temperature such that losses through radiative cooling are reduced.
This model was also used in the large-scale cosmological simula-
tions cosmo-OWLS (Le Brun et al. 2014) and EAGLE (e.g. Schaye
et al. 2015).
Furthermore, some authors argue that—following both theo-
retical and observational indications—the AGN feedback should
be composed of two different modes: a radiative, “quasar” mode
at high accretion rates, which corresponds to the radiative-thermal
feedback described above, and a “radio” mode relating to the cre-
ation of large X-ray cavities of hot, under-dense gas by radio jets
(see e.g. Churazov et al. 2005). Sijacki et al. (2007) implemented
such a two-mode feedback model by combining the Springel et al.
(2005) thermal feedback at high accretion rates above a set thresh-
old with the creation of large, hot “bubbles” (with properties de-
pendent on the accretion rate) in the gas for accretion rates below
that threshold. However, this model has led to too powerful AGN-
driven ejection of gas in massive haloes in the large-scale cosmo-
logical Illustris simulation (Genel et al. 2014), leaving the haloes
almost devoid of gas, in contradiction to observations.
Steinborn et al. (2015) instead chose to mimic the transition
between quasar and radio mode by using the sum of two feed-
back efficiencies (one for each mode) with different dependencies
on the accretion rate to calculate the total feedback energy, which
was then distributed thermally to the surrounding gas. In a different
approach, Dubois et al. (2012) used a combination of pure thermal
feedback in the “quasar” mode at high accretion rates, and a jet-
like feedback model in the “radio” mode at lower accretion rates.
The jet feedback is modelled by distributing mass, momentum and
energy in a small cylinder with the momentum aligned to the cylin-
der axis. This model was used in the large-scale cosmological sim-
ulation suite Horizon-AGN (Dubois et al. 2016). More recently,
Weinberger et al. (2017) combined the usual purely thermal energy
injection for the “quasar mode” with a purely kinetic energy and
momentum injection in random directions for the “radio” mode.
Yet another approach (e.g. Churazov et al. 2000; McNamara et al.
2000) assumes that the feedback energy is injected in the form of
relativistic particles filling radio-bright bubbles. In this model, the
amount of injected momentum is small, and most of the energy is
first stored as the enthalpy of the buoyantly rising bubbles. As they
cross several pressure scale-heights, the bubbles gradually release
their energy into the surrounding gas, thereby heating it (Churazov
et al. 2001, 2002).
Another problem common to purely thermal models of AGN
feedback is that, when they are strong enough to drive outflows
and affect the gas on large scales, they often heat the interstellar,
circumgalactic, and intergalactic medium (ISM, CGM, and IGM,
respectively) to overly high temperatures compared to what is ob-
served (e.g. Choi et al. 2014, 2015). If, instead, the feedback is
implemented in a more physically motivated way, by directly mod-
elling the interaction of the observed radiation and winds of the
AGN with its surrounding gas, and specifically taking into account
the momentum transfer that takes place in these interactions, this
problem can be solved. Following this approach, extensive work
has been done in a series of papers: Starting with first simple (Ciotti
& Ostriker 1997, 2001), then much more sophisticated (Sazonov
et al. 2005; Ciotti & Ostriker 2007) models of radiative feedback
(Compton and photoionization heating plus the corresponding ra-
diation pressure), later also including kinetic momentum feedback
modelling the broad-line region winds observed in AGN (Ciotti
et al. 2009, 2010; Shin et al. 2010), these authors investigated the
influence of AGN feedback on the evolution of elliptical galaxies in
one-dimensional (1D) simulations. Comparing both types of feed-
back, they found that both together are necessary to match the ob-
served properties of ETGs, as pure radiative feedback leads to much
too high SMBH masses, while pure momentum feedback is inca-
pable of keeping the galaxy quiescent without expelling too much
gas. More recently, they expanded their studies to two-dimensional
simulations (Ostriker et al. 2010; Novak et al. 2011; Gan et al.
2014), finding much more stochastic and less efficient AGN feed-
back than in 1D simulations, and also (as for their 1D work) testing
the effects of different (constant and accretion-dependent) feedback
efficiencies.
Similar models have also been developed and explored by
other authors: Debuhr et al. (2011) implemented AGN feedback
in the form of pure momentum input through radiation pressure,
and Debuhr et al. (2012) added a kinetic feedback model describ-
ing broad-line region winds. Kim et al. (2011) used a combination
of radiative feedback (using a radiative transfer technique) and me-
chanical feedback in the form of bipolar jet-like winds. More re-
cently, Bieri et al. (2017) investigated the impact of winds driven
by radiative AGN feedback, using radiative-hydrodynamical sim-
ulations to determine how the AGN radiation couples to the ISM.
Finally, Hopkins et al. (2016) studied the effects of both broad-line
region wind feedback and radiative heating (a model similar the one
used in this paper) in small-scale simulations of the central region
of a massive galaxy.
Choi et al. (2012) implemented the momentum and radiative
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feedback models from Ciotti, Ostriker et. al (see above) into the
fully three-dimensional hydrodynamical code GADGET3 (Springel
2005), and compared it to the “standard” thermal feedback model
by Springel et al. (2005), first in simulations of isolated spiral
galaxies and mergers of such (Choi et al. 2014), and later in cos-
mological zoom-in simulations of ETGs (Choi et al. 2015). They
find that their momentum feedback implementation is much more
successful at driving outflows and preventing recent star formation
in local ETGs than the thermal feedback model, while also produc-
ing galaxies with X-ray (i.e. hot gas) luminosities similar to those
observed, while the thermal feedback results in much higher X-ray
luminosities.
In this work, we use an improved black-hole feedback model
of Choi et al. (2012) to investigate the influence of AGN feed-
back on the late evolution of massive, quiescent elliptical galax-
ies, as they are observed in the local universe. To this purpose, we
run controlled hydrodynamical simulations of an isolated spherical
galaxy set up to closely resemble a typical observed local, massive
ETG in its major properties. We examine the effects of the different
parts of the AGN feedback (i.e. momentum and radiative feedback)
on the star formation history of the galaxy (especially with regard
to maintaining its quiescence), and on its ISM and CGM proper-
ties (especially the generation of large-scale outflows, their effect
on the gaseous metal distribution, and the X-ray characteristics of
the galactic hot gas; see e.g. Sijacki et al. (2007); McCarthy et al.
(2010) on these feedback effects on the scales of galaxy clusters
and groups), and compare the results to observational constraints.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly
describe the numerical code and the physical sub-resolution mod-
els used for our simulations, present the initial conditions of our
simulated galaxy, and give an overview of the simulation runs. Af-
terwards, we present and discuss our simulation results by compar-
ing the star formation history and black-hole growth (section 3),
the ISM evolution (section 4), the metal enrichment of the CGM
through gas flows from and to the centre (section 5), and the X-ray
properties of the galaxy (section 6) between the different runs and
with observational constraints. Finally, in section 8, we summarize
our work and the conclusions we draw from its results.
2 SIMULATIONS
2.1 Numerical code and subgrid models
For our simulations, we use the N-body smoothed particle hydro-
dynamics (SPH) code SPHGal (Hu et al. 2014), an improved ver-
sion of GADGET3 (see Springel 2005, for GADGET2, the last public
version of this code). The improvements introduced in SPHGal in-
clude amongst others the use of a pressure-entropy formulation,
a Wendland C4 kernel with Nngb = 100 neighbours, and a new
implementation of artificial viscosity. These changes significantly
reduce the numerical artefacts present in the fluid mixing of the
original GADGET version, and also improve the convergence rate
noticeably.
To include physical processes beyond gravity and hydrody-
namics to our simulations, the code is supplemented by subgrid
models for metallicity-dependent gas cooling, star formation, en-
ergy and momentum feedback from stars and the central SMBH, as
well as metal production and diffusion.
The model for gas cooling, star formation, stellar feedback
and metal enrichment was originally implemented by Scanna-
pieco et al. (2005, 2006), and further improved and extended by
Aumer et al. (2013). Each gas particle that falls below a temper-
ature threshold set to 12, 000 K and above a density threshold of
1.94× 10−23 g cm−3 has a probability of 1− e−pSF to turn into a
star particle in the current time-step of size ∆t, where pSF is defined
as
pSF = SFR
√
4piGρ∆t (1)
which is larger for higher gas densities ρ. The star-formation-rate
efficiency SFR is a free parameter that is necessary because the
actual scales of star formation are not resolved in the simulation.
It is set to SFR = 0.02. Compare also Springel & Hernquist (2003)
for the ultimate origin and motivation of this star-formation model.
The gas cools with a rate dependent on their current temper-
ature, density and metal abundances. The chemistry is taken into
account by tracking the abundances of Hydrogen, Helium, and the
nine metals most important for the cooling rate (C, N, O, Ne, Mg,
Si, S, Ca and Fe) in each gas (and star) particle. Each chemical
element contributes separately to the cooling rate of the gas (see
Aumer et al. (2013) for details). The abundances change over time
in the gas due to enrichment from stellar feedback, as well as dif-
fusion between gas particles.
The stellar feedback implemented in the code has three ma-
jor effects: It enriches the gas with metals, accelerates it (kinetic
feedback), and heats it up (thermal feedback). If a star particle is
tagged as giving feedback (either through supernova type Ia or II
explosions, or through winds from asymptotic giant branch (AGB)
stars) it distributes mass (in a mix of all tracked elements depend-
ing on the particle’s metallicity and the feedback type) to its 10
closest neighbouring gas particles. The fraction of mass that each
gas particle gains is weighted with the SPH smoothing kernel of the
feedback-giving star particle, and therefore depends on the distance
between the two.
Following the simplifying assumption that all stars in a sin-
gle population exploding in supernovae type II (SNII) do so at the
same age τSNII, each newly created star particle undergoes a SNII
feedback event exactly once at a time τSNII after its creation, where
τSNII is only dependent on the particle’s metallicity. While this is a
valid approximation for SNII feedback because the SNII progeni-
tor stars all have very short lifetimes, the supernova type Ia (SNIa)
progenitors are old white dwarfs which can have vastly different
ages at the time of their explosion. Therefore, the SNIa feedback is
modelled quasi-continuously: Each star particle older than 50 Myr
undergoes SNIa feedback events repeatedly every 50 Myr until a
maximum age of 10 Gyr, after which the feedback stops. The feed-
back effects of these SNIa events (i.e. the released mass, energy and
momentum) decline with the age τ of the particle as τ−1, thereby
following the delay time distribution of the SNIa rate presented in
Maoz & Mannucci (2012). The AGB feedback follows the same
procedure as the SNIa feedback, but with smaller yields and a dif-
ferent elemental distribution in the released mass.
Through the stellar feedback, energy and momentum are in-
jected into the surrounding gas in the following way, using a
model implemented by Nu´n˜ez et al. (2017). A supernova event (of
each type) is assumed to eject mass in an outflow with a velocity
vout,SN = 4000 km/s, corresponding to an energy of
ESN =
1
2
mejectedv
2
out,SN (2)
where mejected is the total mass ejected by the star particle under-
going a supernova. It depends on the age (for SNIa) the metal
composition and the total mass of the star particle, following tab-
ulated mass yields from Woosley & Weaver (1995) for SNII and
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Iwamoto et al. (1999) for SNIa. Depending on the distance be-
tween the supernova-undergoing star particle (SN particle) and the
affected gas particle, this outflow is then assumed to be in one of
three characteristic phases of interaction with the ambient gas. This
supernova-ejecta phase then determines which fraction of ESN is
injected into the gas particle as kinetic and thermal energy, re-
spectively. These phases are (in order of increasing distance to the
SN particle) the momentum-conserving free-expansion phase, the
Sedov-Taylor phase where 30% of ESN are imparted as kinetic and
70% as thermal energy (Sedov 1959), and the snow-plough phase
where radiative cooling becomes important and reduces the total
injected energy (see Nu´n˜ez et al. 2017, for details).
For the AGB feedback, the feedback energy and momentum
are always imparted to the neighbouring gas particles like they are
in the free-expansion phase of the supernova feedback. Here, the
feedback energy is calculated according to equation 2, but with
vout,SN = 4000 km/s replaced by vout,AGB = 25 km/s, and there-
fore much lower.
For the growth of the central SMBH of the simulated galaxy
by accretion of gas and the resulting feedback we use a (slightly
modified) model by Choi et al. (2012), whose accretion model is in
turn based on the model by Springel et al. (2005). The black hole
is represented by a single collisionless “sink” particle that grows
by absorbing nearby gas particles. The accretion rate follows the
Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton formalism (Hoyle & Lyttleton 1939; Bondi
& Hoyle 1944; Bondi 1952) with several adjustments to its SPH
implementation (the soft-Bondi criterion, the free-fall modification
and an alternative averaging method) added by Choi et al. (2012).
The inflow rate of gas onto the black hole is then given by
M˙BHL =
〈
4piG2M2BHρ
(c2s + v2)3/2
〉
, (3)
where MBH is the mass of the black hole, ρ the surrounding gas
density, cs the sound speed in the gas, v the relative speed between
the black hole and the gas, and the angle brackets stand for the SPH
kernel averaging. The probability of a gas particle to be part of the
inflow onto the black hole in a given time step is then dependent
on its kernel weight, the length of the time step, the inflow rate
given above, and modifying factors corresponding to the soft-Bondi
criterion and the free-fall time.
These modifiers are the following: For the soft-Bondi crite-
rion, the accretion probability is multiplied by a factor rising lin-
early from 0 at r = rB + h to 1 (if rB > h) or to (rB/h)3 (if
rB < h) at r = rB − h, where r is the distance between the black
hole and the gas particle, rB is the Bondi radius of the black hole,
and h is the SPH smoothing length of the gas particle. This takes
into account the limited resolution of the SPH simulation by only
allowing gas particles to be accreted that are statistically within the
Bondi radius. The free-fall modification takes into account the rel-
ative free-fall times of the gas particles neighbouring the black hole
to make it more likely for particles closer to the black hole (i.e. with
shorter free-fall times) to be accreted than particles further away.
The inflow rate M˙inf is limited by the Eddington rate (Edding-
ton 1916)
M˙edd ≡ 4piGMBHmp
rσTc
, (4)
which depends on the proton mass mp, the Thompson cross-
section σT and the radiative efficiency of the AGN feedback r =
Lr/M˙accc
2 which is assumed to have a fixed value of 0.1, as is
commonly done (e.g. Shakura & Sunyaev 1973). Lr is the radiated
luminosity of the accreting black hole, with M˙acc being the rate of
gas mass accreted by the black hole (i.e. incorporated into the BH
mass). The inflow rate is then M˙inf = min(M˙BHL, M˙edd).
The AGN feedback is a combination of kinetic-thermal wind
feedback, and radiative feedback modelling the interaction of the
SMBH’s X-ray flux with the surrounding gas. It works as follows:
We assume that only some of the inflowing gas M˙inf is ultimately
accreted onto the black hole while a large part of it is blown out
again due to the feedback in the form of broad-line winds. The rate
with which this blown out gas is flowing out from the accretion
region of the black hole is then simply M˙outf = M˙inf − M˙acc, and
the energy and momentum fluxes of the AGN wind follow from
conservation laws (Ostriker et al. 2010):
E˙w ≡wM˙accc2 = 1
2
M˙outfv
2
w, (5)
p˙ =M˙outfvw, (6)
where w is the feedback efficiency (essentially a free parameter)
and vw is the speed of the wind immediately after ejection by the
AGN. From equation 5 follows:
M˙outf
M˙acc
=
2wc
2
v2w
, (7)
i.e. the ratio between outflowing and accreted mass is only de-
pendent on the wind speed vw and the feedback efficiency w.
Following Choi et al. (2012), we fix the wind speed at vw =
10, 000 km s−1, a typical velocity for observed broad line winds
(e.g. Crenshaw et al. 2003; Moe et al. 2009; Dunn et al. 2010).
The outflow-to-inflow ratio is now fully determined by choosing a
feedback efficiency. We choose w = 0.005 which leads to 90%
of the inflowing gas mass being ejected in the wind, while only
10% ultimately contribute to the black-hole growth. Numerically,
this wind is implemented in such a way that gas particles that are
part of the black-hole accretion region have a probability corre-
sponding to the mass ratio M˙outf/M˙inf to be ejected each time step.
Similarly, they are swallowed with a probability of M˙acc/M˙inf. The
broad line winds represented by this feedback collide with the gas
in the immediate surroundings of the SMBH and create a larger,
momentum-driven outflow. As this happens on scales not resolved
by the simulation, we mimic it by sharing the momentum of the
ejected particle equally with two of its neighbouring gas particles.
The excess energy of the feedback is then distributed among the
three particles as thermal energy. The direction of the momentum
is set to be either parallel or anti-parallel to the angular momen-
tum of the corresponding particle relative to the black hole (with
50% chance for each) before the ejection. We choose this direc-
tion for the momentum, because the broad line outflows we mimic
are stronger perpendicular to the accretion disc than parallel to it
according to simulations by Proga & Kallman (2004). While the
accretion disc is not resolved in our simulations, its angular mo-
mentum has to be that of the accreted gas particle.
In addition to the mechanical feedback described above, ra-
diative feedback is used to both heat and accelerate the gas. This
part of the feedback has its source in the X-ray luminosity Lr =
rM˙accc
2 of the AGN which produces a flux Fr = Lr/4pir2 at the
position of each gas particle with the distance r to the central black
hole. From this flux, the heating rate E˙X-ray of the gas is calculated
using formulae by Sazonov et al. (2005) to describe the Compton
and photo-ionization heating of the gas (see Choi et al. 2012, for
details). Other than the accretion luminosity and the distance to the
AGN, the heating rate also depends on the temperature, the pro-
ton number density and the metallicity of the influenced gas parti-
cles. The metallicity dependence was not in the original Sazonov
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et al. (2005) formulae, but added in Choi et al. (2016) to account
for metal line absorption. Note that, while Lr is the bolometric lu-
minosity of the AGN, only the effects of hard X-rays are taken
into account. Beside the heating, the X-ray flux from the black hole
also creates a radiation pressure which is modelled as a momentum
change of the gas particles
p˙X-ray =
E˙X-ray
c
(8)
radially away from the the black hole. Last but not least, the actual
Eddington force is also included in this feedback model. It is based
on Thompson scattering of the AGN’s radiation with the surround-
ing electrons in the gas, and is implemented as a momentum change
of the gas particles radially away from the black hole defined as
p˙Edd =
FrNeσT
c
(9)
where Ne is the number of electrons in the considered gas particle.
2.2 Initial conditions
We simulate the evolution of a spherically symmetric, isolated,
large and local early-type galaxy consisting of an old stellar pop-
ulation embedded in a hot gaseous halo, a dark matter halo, and
containing a central supermassive black hole. These four compo-
nents of our model galaxy are represented by four different particle
types, all of which but the gas particles are collisionless and only
interact gravitationally. The gas particles additionally interact via
hydrodynamic forces.
The stellar component of the ETG has a mass of M∗ =
8.41 × 1010M, and is modelled with N∗ = 841, 000 particles
with individual masses of m∗ = 105M and gravitational soften-
ing lengths of ∗ = 20 pc which trace a Hernquist density profile
(Hernquist 1990) with a scale length of a∗ = 2.21 kpc, correspond-
ing to an effective (i.e. projected half-mass) radius of Re = 4.01
kpc. The mass and size of the stellar spheroid are scaled accord-
ing to a relation by Williams et al. (2010). Each star particle has an
initial age τini and metallicity (tracked by multiple elemental abun-
dances as described above). Ages are randomly assigned to the stars
in a log-normal distribution with a mean age of µ = 6 Gyr and a
logarithmic spread of σ = 0.1, corresponding to the predominantly
very old stellar population found in most ETGs (e.g. Thomas et al.
2005; McDermid et al. 2015, esp. Fig. 10 and Fig. 14, respectively).
Note that our simulations cover a time of about 4.5 Gyr, hence an
initial stellar age of 6 Gyr corresponds to 10.5 Gyr at the end of
the simulation, i.e. redshift 0. The stellar metallicities follow the
observations of Greene et al. (2013): They are solar at the galactic
centre and decline exponentially with increasing radius such that
[Fe/H] = −0.3 at r = 2Re ≈ 8 kpc, giving a linear slope for
[Fe/H] of 0.0375 dex/kpc.
The mass of the central SMBH is set according to MBH =
4 × 108M, following the observed MBH −M∗ relation by Kor-
mendy & Ho (2013). Its softening length is identical to the stellar
one: BH = ∗. The virial dark matter mass (i.e. the dark mat-
ter mass within the virial radius) follows from the stellar mass
via an abundance matching relation (Moster et al. 2013), yielding
MDM,vir = 6.92 × 1012M. This dark matter mass is distributed
spherically symmetrically with a Hernquist (1990) density profile
where the scale length aDM = 74.7 kpc is determined by associat-
ing it with a NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1996) of the same MDM,vir
and a concentration factor of ccon = 9 (see Springel et al. 2005).
This leads to a virial radiusRvir = 402 kpc (whereRvir = R200,crit
i.e. the radius at which the density is 200 times the critical density).
With these choices for the stellar and dark matter distribution, the
dark matter mass fraction within the half-mass radius of the galaxy
is about 50%, which is on the high end of, but still fully consistent
with, the spread of observational values (e.g. Barnabe` et al. 2011).
The dark matter density profile is traced byNDM = 106 dark matter
particles of masses mDM = 9.71 × 106M and softening lengths
DM = 200 pc. The angular momentum of the DM halo is given by
the spin parameter λDM = 0.033.
The last component of the model ETG is the hot gas halo
whose mass Mgas is determined from the stellar and DM mass by
setting the total baryon fraction of the galaxy within its virial ra-
dius fb = (Mgas + M∗)/MDM. Due to the difficulty of detecting
low-density gas at large distances from the galactic centre, the total
baryon fraction of elliptical galaxies is not particularly well con-
strained (e.g. Sarzi et al. 2013). Still, there are several X-ray obser-
vations of hot gaseous haloes that show the existence of a scaling
relation between the hot gas X-ray luminosity of a given ETG with
some of its other properties (e.g. total mass, stellar luminosity), al-
beit mostly with a very large scatter (see e.g. Boroson et al. 2011;
Kim & Fabbiano 2013; Sarzi et al. 2013; Anderson et al. 2015).
As LX,gas depends on the total hot gas mass, we use one of these
relations to estimate the baryon fraction to be roughly 20% of the
cosmological value (see Fig. 12), fb,cosm = 0.1864 (Planck Collab-
oration et al. 2014). This corresponds to a hot gas mass of about
Mgas,vir = 1.74× 1011M. The hot halo is sampled with particles
of the same mass and softening length as are used for the stellar
component (i.e. mgas = 105M, gas = 20 pc), resulting in a gas
particle number of Ngas = 2.12× 106. These particles trace the ra-
dial dependence of the gas density in form of a β-profile (Cavaliere
& Fusco-Femiano 1976; Jones & Forman 1984; Eke et al. 1998)
with a slope parameter β = 2/3 (following Jones & Forman 1984)
and a core radius rc = 0.22RS = 9.8 kpc (following Makino et al.
1998), where RS = R200/ccon ≈ 44.7 kpc is the scale radius of
the dark matter profile. The gas density profile is cut at a radius
of rcut = 50rc ≈ 492 kpc, i.e. there are no gas particles beyond
this radius. From the density distribution, the temperature profile
follows with the assumptions that the gas is in hydrostatic equilib-
rium and distributed isotropically (see Moster et al. 2011). Every
gas particle is also given initial metal abundances, such that the ra-
dial metallicity profile follows that of the stars, but with a slightly
lower metallicity peak of 93% solar at the centre (following Kon-
ami et al. 2014). The hot gas halo has the same spin parameter as
the dark matter halo (λgas = 0.033).
With a gas particle mass of mgas = 105M, we are able to
resolve the Jeans mass of all gas except the densest and coldest
(compare Fig. 6, bottom row), almost all of which is star-forming
and hence turned into star particles after some time (if it is not
affected by accretion or feedback processes). Therefore, our res-
olution should be sufficient for investigating the impact of AGN
feedback on the global properties of the galaxy, and the larger-scale
behaviour of the hot gas. An overview of the most important initial
condition parameters is given in Table 1. The initial density profiles
of the components of the model galaxy (solid lines), as well as the
cooling time of its gas (dashed line, calculated with the same cool-
ing rate that is used in the simulation, and neglecting heating by
feedback processes) are shown in Fig. 1, on the left and right ordi-
nate, respectively. Within the central 5 kpc (∼ the stellar half-mass
radius), the cooling time varies between ∼ 100 and ∼ 200 Myr.
We compare three different simulation runs in this work, one
without black-hole accretion and feedback (no-BH), one with BH
accretion and the wind-feedback model described above, but with-
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Table 1. Overview of important parameters of the initial conditions.
Parameter Stars Gas Dark matter Black hole
total mass Mtot [M] 8.41× 1010 2.12× 1011 9.71× 1012 4× 108
virial mass Mvir [M] 8.33× 1010 1.74× 1011 6.92× 1012
particle mass m [M] 105 105 9.71× 106 4× 108
number of particles N 8.41× 105 2.12× 106 106 1
softening length  [kpc] 20 20 200 20
100 101 102
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Figure 1. Initial radial density profiles of the stars (blue), gas (magenta),
and dark matter (green) in the simulated galaxy (solid lines, left y-axis), as
well as the initial cooling time profile of the gas (dashed magenta line, right
y-axis). The cooling time is calculated using the same cooling rate that is
used in the simulation itself, and is not taking into account gas heating due
to feedback processes.
Table 2. Summary of simulations showing the run name and the active
black-hole model components.
Name of run no-BH BH-W BH-WR
BH accretion X X
BH Eddington force X X
BH wind feedback X X
BH radiative feedback X
out the radiative feedback (BH-W), and one with the full BH feed-
back model (radiative heating and radiation pressure in addition to
the wind feedback, BH-WR). We compare the no-BH model to the
feedback models to investigate if BH feedback is necessary and/or
sufficient to keep the ETG quiescent, and then compare the feed-
back models to probe the importance and effects of different feed-
back implementations on the galactic evolution. Table 2 summa-
rizes these simulation runs.
To check how the mass of the hot halo affects the AGN feed-
back’s ability to influence the galactic evolution, we include an ad-
ditional run (BH-WR50) using the BH-WR feedback model, but
containing 50% of the cosmological baryon fraction in the initial
condition (raising the virial gas mass toMgas,vir = 5.61×1011M,
and the number of gas particles toNgas = 6.86×106) which is oth-
erwise identical to the other runs. This run lies an order of magni-
tude above the observed X-ray scaling relation already in the initial
condition (see Fig. 12, top panel). It also completely fails to be qui-
escent (see Fig. 2), which shows that the amount of hot gas in ETGs
has to be reduced to a low baryon fraction (or the gas density sig-
nificantly reduced, compare Anderson et al. (2015)) at higher red-
shifts for AGN feedback to be capable of regulating the late-time
evolution of the galaxy. In the further discussion in this paper, we
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t [Gyr]
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BH−WR50
Figure 2. Running mean with a step size of about 30 Myr (10 snapshots) of
the specific star formation rate over time for the different models (see leg-
end). The black horizontal line is the quiescence limit (Franx et al. 2008).
Without black-hole feedback, the galaxy is actively star-forming at almost
all times; including the feedback reduces the overall star formation signifi-
cantly. With only wind feedback, there are alternating long periods of com-
plete quiescence and star formation, while the full feedback model includ-
ing radiation leads to fast oscillation between star-forming and quiescent
states of the galaxy. For 50% of the cosmological baryon fraction, the AGN
feedback fails to prevent star formation.
will concentrate on the runs with 20% of the cosmological baryon
fraction (see Tab. 2).
3 STAR FORMATION HISTORY & BLACK HOLE
GROWTH
In Fig. 2, we show the evolution of the total specific star forma-
tion rate (sSFR) over time for all of our runs to investigate if the
black-hole feedback can efficiently keep the galaxy quiescent. As
the sSFR oscillates quite strongly between individual snapshots,
and is therefore noisy, we plot its running mean, averaged over 10
snapshots (about 30 Myr) each, to get a clearer picture of its time
evolution. The black, horizontal line in this figure is the quiescence
limit according to Franx et al. (2008), i.e. sSFR = 0.3τ−1Hub where
τHub ≡ H−10 is the Hubble time.
Using this definition, the galaxy is actively star-forming for
the whole simulation time except the first ∼ 200 Myr (5% of the
total time) if we use the no-BH model, where the short quiescent
period at the beginning of the simulation is just the time the initial
hot gas needs to cool down in the centre of the galaxy (compare Fig.
1). However, if we include black-hole feedback, i.e. in the BH-W
and BH-WR models, the overall star-formation rate of the galaxy
is reduced significantly; the ETG is now quiescent for about 63%
and 87% of the total simulation time in the BH-W and BH-WR
models, respectively (Tab. 3). This shows that black-hole feedback
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Table 3. Quiescent time fractions: Total time above & below the quiescence
limit, as well as fraction of total time below the quiescence limit (quiescent
fraction) for the different runs
Name of run no-BH BH-W BH-WR
time active (Gyr) 4.12 1.63 0.60
time quiescent (Gyr) 0.23 2.80 3.83
quiescent fraction 0.05 0.63 0.87
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Figure 3. Total stellar mass (solid lines, left y-axis) and black hole mass
(dashed lines, right y-axis) of the galaxy over time for the same models.
Without black-hole feedback, the stellar mass grows by about 10% over the
whole simulation time; the feedback models reduce this growth to 4% (BH-
W) and 2% (BH-WR) respectively. In the BH-WR model, the black-hole
mass grows more (about 7.5%) than in the BH-W model (about 5%), but in
both feedback models the growth of the stellar and the black-hole mass is
very small.
is necessary to keep an isolated early-type galaxy quiescent at low
redshifts.
The star-formation history of the galaxy differs distinctly in
the two feedback models: The additional radiative feedback in the
BH-WR model not only reduces the overall star-formation of the
galaxy compared to the BH-W model, and keeps it quiescent for a
significantly longer fraction of the simulation time (compare Tab.
3), it also increases the time-variability of the sSFR. While in the
BH-W model, the sSFR rises and falls moderately over long times,
in the BH-WR model, it oscillates much faster and over a much
higher range of values (with more than two orders of magnitude
between the lowest and highest sSFR values in the 30 Myr running
mean. Looking at individual snapshots without the running mean,
the picture is largely the same: The sSFR repeatedly drops to zero
in the BH-WR model, while its scatter is always less than one order
of magnitude (usually below a factor of 2) in the BH-W model and
only in the 10% range in the no-BH model).
This difference is caused by the additional isotropic heating
provided by the radiative feedback: All the potentially star-forming
dense gas in the galactic centre is heated to high temperatures by
Compton scattering whenever a feedback event happens, strongly
reducing the star-formation rate until the central gas can cool again.
In contrast, in the BH-W model, the wind feedback only accelerates
and heats the gas directly surrounding the SMBH which then flows
out of the central region only heating some of the cold, star-forming
gas through shocks. Hence, in the BH-W model, the sSFR changes
less rapidly and not as strongly as in the BH-WR model.
Figure 3 shows the time-evolution of both the total stellar mass
(solid lines, left ordinate) and the mass of the central black hole
Figure 4. SFR vs. stellar mass relation: Of the three models of this pa-
per, the median values, as well as the scatter between the 25th and 75th
percentile over the simulation time are plotted. For comparison, observed
data from Chang et al. (2015)—using the SDSS and WISE surveys—is
shown as a grey-scale histogram depicting the number of galaxies in a given
M∗−SFR bin, with a fit for the star-forming sequence by Renzini & Peng
(2015) (solid) and its 1σ scatter (dashed) marked by the cyan lines. To em-
phasise the bimodal split of the galaxy population into star-forming and qui-
escent galaxies, we plot the 1σ upper limits for the observed star-formation
rates and neglect Vmax corrections.
(dashed lines, right ordinate) for all models. Without black-hole
accretion and feedback (no-BH model), the stellar mass grows by
about 10%. Both black-hole feedback models reduce the overall
growth of the stellar mass significantly, compared to the no-BH
model (to about 4% in the BH-W, and about 2% in the BH-WR
model). While the BH-WR model reduces the stellar mass growth
more than the BH-W model, it leads to a slightly stronger growth of
the black-hole mass (about 7.5%, compared to about 5% in the BH-
W model), i.e. more gas accretion. Overall, both feedback mod-
els keep the black-hole and the stellar mass growth small, and the
galaxy quiescent for the majority of the time (though the BH-WR
feedback is much more successful on that front).
In Fig. 4, we compare our simulations to the observed present
day population of galaxies in a SFR – stellar mass diagram. For our
simulations, we use the median star-formation rate and stellar mass
over the whole simulation time (with the 1st and 3rd quartile of the
spread in SFR given as error bars). For the observations, we show
data from Chang et al. (2015) (see also Renzini & Peng 2015) as a
grey-scale histogram of the abundance of observed galaxies in cer-
tain M∗ − SFR bins. We use the 1σ upper limit of the observed
data without Vmax-correction to highlight the bimodal distribution
between star-forming and quiescent galaxies. To guide the eye, we
also show the a fit for the star-forming sequence by Renzini & Peng
(2015) and its 1σ scatter with cyan solid and dashed lines, respec-
tively.
In the no-BH model, our simulated galaxy falls into the lower
end of the star-forming sequence at all times during the simulation.
In the BH-W model, the galaxy has star-formation rates roughly
corresponding to the “green valley” between the blue and the red
sequence of star-forming and quiescent galaxies. Finally, in the
BH-WR model, the galaxy’s star-formation rate is firmly in the
range of the quiescent galaxy population. All in all, this confirms
the conclusions made above: In our simulations, black-hole feed-
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Figure 5. Time distribution of different accretion rates in units of the Ed-
dington limit (so called “black-hole duty cycles”) for the different models
(see legend) compared to observations (square: Ho (2009), circles: Greene
& Ho (2007), upward-pointing triangles: Kauffmann & Heckman (2009),
downward-pointing triangles: Heckman et al. (2004), all taken from Novak
et al. (2011)). Both simulated models fall above all of the observed values
at Eddington ratios of 1% and 10%.
back is necessary to keep the galaxy quiescent, and including both
wind and radiative feedback leads to significantly less overall star-
formation than including only wind feedback.
Lastly, we take a look at the accretion behaviour of the cen-
tral SMBH in Fig. 5, which shows the Eddington ratio fEdd =
M˙BH/M˙Edd distribution of our two models including black-hole
feedback compared with observational data from various sources
(Ho 2009; Greene & Ho 2007; Kauffmann & Heckman 2009;
Heckman et al. 2004) which were compiled by Novak et al. (2011).
We plot the cumulative fraction of simulation time during which
the black hole accreted above a given fEdd over the Eddington ra-
tio. Both models produce time fractions at high Eddington ratios
that are too high compared to the observations, or only in agree-
ment with the highest observational estimates, i.e. the SMBH in
the simulations has a rather high duty cycle. There is only little dif-
ference between the two models, though the BH-WR model has a
slightly higher duty cycle than the onyWind model which matches
the correspondingly higher SMBH mass growth (compare Fig. 3).
4 BLACK-HOLE-GOVERNED ISM EVOLUTION IN THE
GALACTIC CENTRE
In the previous section, we have shown that feedback from the cen-
tral supermassive black hole is both necessary to, and capable of
keeping an isolated early-type galaxy quiescent. The more phys-
ically complete feedback model, including both wind and radia-
tive feedback, is more efficient at this than the pure wind-feedback
model. In this section and the next, we will now examine how
the feedback achieves the quiescence through its influence on the
galactic gas, and how it creates metal-rich, large-scale outflows that
enrich the circumgalactic medium.
We begin with Fig. 6, which shows colour maps of the sur-
face density (top row) and the density-weighted average tempera-
ture (central row) in a 10 kpc thick, 10x10 kpc wide region around
the galactic centre (and therefore around the central SMBH), as
well as the temperature-density phase diagrams of all the galac-
tic gas (bottom row). In the maps, the line of sight is chosen to
be parallel to the initial angular momentum of the hot halo. The
solid vertical and horizontal lines in the phase diagrams mark the
star formation thresholds in density and temperature, respectively,
i.e. gas in the bottom right corner of the diagrams is star-forming.
The individual temperature-density bins are colour-coded for gas
particle number density, which is rising from blue to red colours.
The dashed line marks the resolution of the simulation limit fol-
lowing the Jeans mass criterion: Above the dashed line, the Jeans
mass of the gas is resolved, i.e. it is larger than the kernel mass
Mker = Nngbmgas = 10
7M, while it is unresolved below the
line, meaning that gas in this region could collapse under self-
gravity due to numerical noise. Almost all of the gas particles with
unresolved Jeans mass are in the star-forming region of the phase
space, and will be turned into star particles if they stay in this re-
gion. Hence, while this resolution does not allow us to make predic-
tions about the substructure of the dense, cool gas, it is high enough
to investigate the global and larger-scale effects of AGN feedback
that interest us in this paper. The three left columns show the state
of the three models (from left to right: no-BH, BH-W, BH-WR) at
the end of the simulation time, while the last column to the right
shows the state of the BH-WR model about 30 Myr before the end
of the simulation.
In the no-BH model, we see a typical cooling-flow: The gas
from the hot halo of the galaxy flows to the centre, cools down, and
forms a disc of cold, dense gas in the central∼6 kpc. An especially
dense core of up to a few times 10−19g/cm3 forms at the very cen-
tre and leads to significant star-formation. As the stellar feedback is
too weak to affect the gas much, this central core and disc are stable
over the whole simulation time, while some of the gas is constantly
being turned into stars, and is in turn replenished by further cooling
from the hot halo.
In both the BH-W and the BH-WR model, the gas cooling
down into the centre forms a dense, ring-like disc with a hole of
under-dense gas in the very centre of about 1 kpc size. This cen-
tral hole is produced by the wind feedback, which both heats the
central gas and accelerates it parallel to the angular momentum of
the gas disc, creating a fast, biconal outflow which evacuates the
centre and thereby significantly reduces the star-formation rate. In
the BH-WR model, the star-formation rate is further reduced by
the radiative heating: While, in the BH-W model, the cold, dense
disc around the centre is mostly undisturbed and forms stars con-
stantly (though at a lower rate than the core in the no-BH model),
in the BH-WR model, the whole disc is repeatedly heated and ex-
panded (and thereby made less dense) by the radiative feedback
(compare the two rightmost columns in Fig. 6). While the gas disc
re-compresses and cools again quickly after being heated, the radia-
tive feedback nevertheless reduces the galactic star-formation rate
greatly, leading to the overall very quiescent state of the BH-WR
model.
5 LARGE-SCALE METAL ENRICHMENT THROUGH
FEEDBACK-DRIVENWINDS
In Fig. 7, we show the density-weighted temperature (top row) and
metallicity (bottom row) in a 100x100 kpc wide, 3 kpc thick region
around the galactic centre. Unlike in Fig. 6, the line of sight in
this figure is perpendicular to initial angular momentum of the hot
gas, allowing for the depiction of the biconal outflows produced
by the black-hole feedback. The left most column shows the initial
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Figure 6. Maps of the gas surface density (top row) and the density-weighted average temperature (central row) in a 10 kpc thick, 10x10 kpc wide region
around the galactic centre, as well as temperature-density phase diagrams of the gas (bottom row). The columns show, from left to right, the states at the end
of the simulation time for the no-BH, BH-W and BH-WR models, as well as the state of the BH-WR model 30 Myr before the end of the simulation. In the
phase diagrams, the solid vertical and horizontal lines mark the density and temperature thresholds for star formation, respectively. The dashed line marks the
resolution limit of the simulation, i.e. the Jeans mass is resolved for all gas that lies to the top left of the dashed line in the phase space, and the colour shows
the number density of gas particles in the temperature-density bins (rising number density from blue to red). In all simulations, a central disc of cold, dense
gas is formed. While in the no-BH model, this disc includes an especially dense central core, in the other two models, the very centre is instead evacuated of
gas by the wind feedback. Additionally, in the BH-WR model, the whole disc is periodically heated and enlarged by the radiative feedback, before condensing
and cooling down again.
condition; the other columns show, from left to right, the state of
the no-BH, BH-W, and BH-WR models at the end of the simulation
time, and the black circle marks r = 0.01Rvir.
In the no-BH model, we again see that a thin, cold disc is
formed in the galactic centre. This disc is surrounded above and
below the plane by shock-heated gas that is being accreted onto it.
The cold disc and its surrounding accretion-shock region are the
only part of the galaxy which remain metal-enriched by the end
of the simulation: All the metal-rich gas that is initially distributed
throughout the galaxy cools down into the centre, where it is fur-
ther enriched with metals produces by newly formed stars. The lack
of strong feedback (the stellar feedback being too weak to affect
the central gas much beside the metal-enrichment) then leads to a
highly metal-enriched central region of the galaxy and a total lack
of any metals in the outskirts and the CGM.
The situation looks very different in the two models that in-
clude black-hole feedback, BH-W and BH-WR: While we still see
cold, central discs, in these models, the wind feedback produces bi-
conal, hot, and metal-rich outflows perpendicular to the disc plane.
These outflows not only evacuate the galactic centre from gas that
would otherwise form stars, they also transport metals produced in
the centre up to ca. 30 kpc away from it, into the CGM. Most of
the outflowing, metal-rich gas falls back towards the centre within
a few hundreds of Megayears, but the constantly renewed, black-
hole feedback driven outflows from the centre still keep the CGM
(up to ca. 30 kpc) enriched with metals.
Figure 8 demonstrates the same point by showing the 3D ra-
dial profiles of the gas metallicity at the end of the simulation for
all three models, compared to the initial metallicity profile. In the
no-BH model, the star-formation and subsequent stellar feedback
in the cold, dense disc and core raises the metallicity in the centre
up to two to three times the solar value, but the constant inflow of
gas from the outer parts of the galaxy, combined with the lack of
any large-scale outflows, leads to a total depletion of metals in the
CGM gas (with less than 10% solar metallicity outside of a radius
of 20 kpc). On the other hand, with black-hole feedback (in the BH-
W and BH-WR models), the central metallicity stays lower, close
to the initial value, while the outer parts of the galactic gas be-
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Figure 7. Maps of the density-weighted average temperature (top row) and metallicity (bottom row) of the gas in a 3 kpc thick, 100x100 kpc wide region
around the galactic centre. The columns show, from left to right, the initial condition and the states at the end of the simulation time for the no-BH, BH-W and
BH-WR models. The black circle marks 1% of the virial radius. In the no-BH model, a very metal-rich and cold central disc is formed, surrounded by a hot
accretion shock of infalling gas. All gas outside this central region is depleted of metals. In the other two models, the wind feedback drives large-scale, hot,
metal-rich outflows, which keep the CGM of the galaxy metal-enriched out to ca. 30 kpc.
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Figure 8. Radial gas metallicity profiles at the end of the simulation, for the
different models, as well as in the initial condition (see legend). Also shown
are observed values from O’Sullivan et al. (2007) for NGC 7796 (circles)
and NGC 57 (squares). In the no-BH model, only the centre of the galaxy
stays metal enriched, while the volume further out than ca. 6 kpc becomes
strongly depleted in metals. In contrast, both in the BH-W and the BH-WR
models, the gas stays enriched at more than 10% solar metallicity out to
about 30 kpc.
come significantly enriched with metals out to a radius of about 30
kpc. There is little difference between the two models that include
black-hole feedback, as the wind feedback is the relevant part to
create large-scale outflows capable of enriching the CGM. Outside
of a radius of ca. 30 kpc, the gas becomes depleted in metals even
in the feedback-including models, as the AGN-driven outflows lose
their momentum and stop progressing before they can reach further
out. The two models with black-hole feedback also agree much bet-
ter with the observations of O’Sullivan et al. (2007), at least out
to ∼ 30 kpc, but considering the observational uncertainties, as
well as the slope of the initial metallicity profile in the simulations
(which is set to follow the stellar profile, and therefore not neces-
sarily realistic), on should be cautious before reading to much into
this agreement.
In Fig. 9 we show the radial profiles of the oxygen-to-iron ra-
tio in solar units (O/Fe) at the simulation’s end for all three models,
compared with the initial condition (which is set to the solar value,
i.e. 1). As oxygen is mainly produced in type-II supernovae of
young, massive stars, while iron mostly originates from old white
dwarfs undergoing type-Ia supernovae, and the initial stellar pop-
ulation in our simulations is made up exclusively of old stars, the
radial O/Fe profile shows the combined effect of star-formation and
feedback-driven metal distribution.
In the no-BH model, significant star-formation in the centre of
the galaxy leads to an enhancement of O/Fe in the central regions
up nearly twice the initial value. None of the enriched gas from
the star-forming centre is transported out beyond a few kiloparsecs,
so no new, star-formation-dependent oxygen reaches the outskirts
of the galaxy, while there are still old stars producing iron through
SNIa in these regions. Thereby, O/Fe decreases significantly be-
yond a radius of ca. 6 kpc, though not as drastically as the overall
metallicity (compare Fig. 8).
In the BH-W model, the central star formation (and therefore
oxygen production) is significantly lower than in the no-BH model,
but still high enough to raise O/Fe slightly above the initial value
in the galactic centre. The wind-feedback driven outflow also trans-
ports some of the centrally-produced oxygen out into the CGM (up
to about 30 kpc, the reach of the outflows), leading to O/Fe in these
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Figure 9. Radial gas oxygen-to-iron ratio (O/Fe) profiles in solar units at
the end of the simulation for the different models, as well as in the initial
condition (see legend). The no-BH model shows enhanced O/Fe in the star-
forming galactic centre, and decreased O/Fe further out. The BH-W model
still has enough star-formation for a slightly enhanced O/Fe in the centre,
and also shows higher O/Fe in the outskirts than the no-BH model due to
its feedback-driven outflows. The BH-WR model leads to decreased O/Fe
at all radii due to the strong lack of star formation, but still shows higher
O/Fe at large radii than the no-BH model due to large-scale outflows.
regions about twice as high as in the no-BH model, but still lower
than in the initial condition.
In the BH-WR model, the star-formation rate is so low that the
production of iron by old stars outweighs that of oxygen by newly
formed ones everywhere in the galaxy: O/Fe is lower than initially
at all radii. Still, what little oxygen is produced in the slightly star-
forming centre is distributed by the feedback-driven outflows into
the CGM, leading to O/Fe in the region between about 6 kpc and
30 kpc lower than in the BH-W model, but still slightly higher than
in the no-BH model.
Observed oxygen-to-iron ratios in massive elliptical galaxies
mostly range from about 60% to ca. 100% of the solar value (e.g.
Pinto et al. 2014; Grange et al. 2011, and references therein), and
have roughly flat radial profiles (Grange et al. 2011). The results of
our BH-W and BH-WR runs are consistent with these observations,
while those of the no-BH run fit less well to the data, especially in
the centre, which is very oxygen-rich in the simulation.
Using Fig. 10, we examine the gas flow rates in the different
models directly. It shows, for all three models, the time evolutions
of the gas mass inflow rate (IFR) through a shell at 20 kpc distance
from the centre (top panel), and the ratio of outflow to inflow rate
(OFR/IFR, bottom panel). The flow rates are estimated taking the
current positions and velocities of all gas particles on one side of
the shell, and then determining which of them will be on the other
side of the shell 3 Myr (about one snapshot-interval) later, assuming
constant velocity during that time. The total mass of all these gas
particles is then the inflow or outflow rate, respectively. Same as for
the specific star-formation rate, we use a running mean over about
30 Myr for the flow rates to reduce the noise of the plots.
In the models that include black-hole feedback, BH-W and
BH-WR, the flow rates are very similar. Both inflow and outflow
rate oscillate around about 8M/yr, leading to an OFR/IFR ratio
that fluctuates around 1. Periods of net-outflow alternate with those
of net-inflow: Gas is blown out by the black-hole-wind feedback,
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Figure 10. Inflow (IFR, top panel), and the ratio of outflow to inflow rate
(OFR/IFR, bottom panel) through a shell at 20 kpc distance from the cen-
tre over time for the different models (see legend). For all flow rates, the
running mean with a ca. 30 Myr (10 snapshot) step size is plotted. The hor-
izontal black line in the bottom panel shows a 1:1 ratio of OFR to IFR,
i.e. zero net-flow of gas. The BH-W and BH-WR models show very simi-
lar flow rates, with OFR/IFR oscillating around 1, while the no-BH model
produces generally much lower flow-rates and constant OFR/IFR ratios far
below unity.
and falls back towards centre, leading to a quasi steady state (at
least within the simulation time). While the black-hole wind pro-
duces outflows, these are compensated for by gas flowing back into
the galaxy, so the galactic centre is not completely depleted. In-
stead, a so-called “galactic fountain” is created.
In the no-BH model, there is overall much less movement of
the gas (at this distance from the centre) than in the other mod-
els: The inflow rate is lower by a factor of about 3-4, while the
outflow rate is lower by more than an order of magnitude, leading
to an OFR/IFR ratio that is constantly below 1, usually oscillating
around ∼ 0.2. Without the black-hole feedback that drives gas out
from the central regions which then slows down and starts flowing
into the centre again, the only movement of the gas is an inflow
to the centre where it is converted into stars. The CGM gas is also
not replenished by feedback-driven outflows, hence the total inflow
rate is also significantly lower than in the feedback-including mod-
els. As the hot gas halo and its metallicity are slowly depleted, the
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Figure 11. Ratio of outflow over inflow rates of gaseous metals
(mOFR/mIFR) vs. the same for all gas, metal or not (OFR/IFR), at 20 kpc
(top) and 50 kpc (bottom) from the centre; the contours enclose 33%, 67%,
and 95% (from the inside out) of the distribution of values for all snapshots
of all different models (see legend). The solid black line marks a one-to-one
relation between the two quantities, and the dashed black lines mark ratios
of 1 (equal in- and outflow).
inflow rate shrinks further, though the effect is minor (from about
3M/yr to about 2M/yr in the last 4 Gyr).
In the BH-W and BH-WR models, the total mass flow of the
gas is in equilibrium. The same is not true of the total flow of met-
als in the galaxy, as the AGN winds drive out gas that is on average
more metal-rich than its inflowing counterpart. To demonstrate this,
we plot the distribution of ratios of metal mass outflow (mOFR) to
inflow (mIFR) rate, i.e. the total mass of all elements except hy-
drogen and helium in the corresponding flows, against the distribu-
tion of the same ratio for the total gas mass (i.e. OFR/IFR). This is
shown in Fig. 11 for flow rates through a shell at 20 kpc distance
from the centre (top panel), and at 50 kpc distance (bottom panel).
The distribution is visualized with contours enclosing (from the in-
side out) 33%, 67%, and 95% of the total number of values in all
snapshots (i.e. values at different, evenly spaced simulation times).
In the no-BH model, the mOFR/mIFR ratio is about equal to
the OFR/IFR at all times, both at 20 kpc and at 50 kpc. This con-
firms that there is no outflow of centrally produced metals beyond
20 kpc in this model. In contrast, in both the BH-W and the BH-
WR model, there is a significantly higher ratio of outflow to inflow
rate for metals than for the total gas mass at a distance of 20 kpc
from the galactic centre, demonstrating that, although the the over-
all gas flow is balanced, the black-hole feedback still drives out a
significant amount of metals into the CGM beyond 20 kpc. This
is different further away from the centre: At a distance of 50 kpc,
the two models that include black-hole feedback have mOFR/mIFR
ratios close to the total OFR/IFR at most times. The AGN-driven
outflows have lost all of their outward momentum before reaching
this far out from the galactic centre, and are therefore not able to
enrich this region with metals.
6 X-RAY PROPERTIES OF THE GAS
Finally, we take a look at the effects of the black-hole feedback
on the X-ray luminosity of the galactic hot gas content. The X-ray
emission of the hot gas, produced by bremsstrahlung and metal-
line cooling, is the main observable by which galactic hot haloes are
detected. It is also dependent on the temperature, on the metallicity,
and (heavily) on the density of the gas, all of which are influenced
by feedback from the central SMBH, potentially making it a good
tool to investigate the effect of the feedback.
To estimate the X-ray luminosity of the gas in our simulations,
we calculateLX,0(T,Z = 0.4Z) (the normalized X-ray luminos-
ity at 0.4 solar metallicity and temperature T ), and (dLX/dZ)(T )
(the first-order metallicity dependence of the X-ray luminosity at
temperature T ) for a range of gas temperatures between 0.1 and 60
keV with XSPEC1 (Arnaud 1996). Taking the tabulated tempera-
ture Ti that is closest to the particles true temperature, we then use
these pre-calculated tables to compute the X-ray luminosities of all
gas particles (LX,i) via:
LX,i =N (ρi, ne,i)[LX,0(Ti, Z = 0.4Z)+ (10)
(dLX/dZ)(Ti) · (Zi − 0.4Z)], (11)
whereN (ρi, ne,i) is a normalization factor dependent on the mass
density and electron density of the gas particle. With the luminosity
of each particle known, we then compute the total X-ray luminosity
of the galactic hot gas by summing over all particles, excluding
those whose densities surpass the star-formation limit ρi > 1.94×
10−23 g cm−3. This very dense gas is assumed to reside in star-
forming regions, where it is very likely to be obscured because of
the high dust content.
Using this estimate, we then compare the median total X-ray
luminosity and its scatter in our three models with observations in
two different scaling relations (Fig. 12). The upper panel shows the
LX −Mtot(R < 5Re) relation with observations by Kim & Fab-
biano (2013), while the lower panel shows the LX−M∗ relation of
Anderson et al. (2015). The black-hole feedback does not influence
the median X-ray luminosity of the hot gas much, compared to the
already rather large scatter between individual observed galaxies.
The strongest effect can be seen in the BH-WR model: Here, the
radiative heating of the central gas both raises the median lumi-
nosity by a factor of a few (compared to the initial condition), and
also causes strong fluctuations in LX over time (visible through the
large scatter for the model, and in Fig. 13), as the heated gas quickly
cools down again (compare Fig. 6). Nevertheless, the median val-
ues of all three models are broadly consistent with the observations
by Kim & Fabbiano (2013) in the LX −Mtot(R < 5Re) relation.
1 see http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xanadu/
xspec/ for more information
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Figure 12. Top: The X-ray luminosity of the hot gas in the 0.3-8 keV band
over the total mass within five times the effective radius for the initial con-
dition used in this work, the median value over the whole simulation time
for all three models, and observations by Kim & Fabbiano (2013). Addi-
tionally, we show the initial and median values of the simulation with 50%
of the cosmological baryon fraction (BH-WR50). Also shown are the best
fit (solid line) and its logarithmic scatter (dashed lines) for observational
data. The error bars on the simulation symbols represent the scatter be-
tween the 25th and 75th percentile over the whole simulation time. See the
text for how LX was calculated. Bottom: The X-ray luminosity of the hot
gas in the 0.5-2 keV band (different band than in the top panel!) over the
total stellar mass, with observations by Anderson et al. (2015). There are
only comparatively small differences between the median X-ray luminosi-
ties of the three different models with 20% of fb,cosm, compared to the
observational scatter. The simulated values fit well to the observations in
the LX−Mtot(R < 5Re) relation (top), while they are all too high in the
LX −M∗ relation (bottom). In the BH-WR50 run, the X-ray luminosity is
an order of magnitude too high for the observed LX −Mtot(R < 5Re)
relation already in the initial condition, which increases to about 2 orders of
magnitude for the median.
On the other hand, they all fall significantly too high in the
LX−M∗ relation, compared to the stacked observations of Ander-
son et al. (2015), as does the initial condition. The reason for this
contradiction might be that the stellar mass we assume in our initial
condition is too low compared to the dark-matter (or total) mass.
We scaled our stellar mass to the dark-matter mass using the abun-
dance matching relation of Moster et al. (2013); had we used the
relation of Kravtsov et al. (2014) instead, our stellar mass would
be larger by a factor of ∼ 2.5, enough to explain the difference
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Figure 13. X-ray luminosity in the 0.5-2 keV band over time for the dif-
ferent models (see legend). In the BH-WR model, the heating of the cen-
tral dense gas by the radiative AGN feedback causes a strong oscillation in
the X-ray luminosity by more than order of magnitude, while LX changes
much less over time in the BH-W and no-BH models.
between observed and simulated values, at least for the initial con-
dition. In the LX − Mtot(R < 5Re) relation, the no-BH model
shows a significantly lower Mtot(R < 5Re) than the other mod-
els. This is caused by a shrinking of the effective radius due to the
comparatively strong central star-formation in this model.
In Fig. 13, we show the time evolution of LX in the 0.5-2 keV
band for all of our models. The median luminosities only vary by a
factor of a few between the different models (which is comparable
to the scatter in LX between observed galaxies), but in the BH-WR
model, the X-ray luminosity has a much larger scatter than in the
other two cases. This is due to the radiative AGN feedback rapidly
changing the density and temperature of the gas in the galactic cen-
tre, which is the densest part of the ISM and therefore contributes
the most to the total LX.
In our simulations, the median X-ray luminosity of the gas
fails as an observational diagnostic for the influence of the black-
hole feedback on the gas, as the long-time feedback-effects on LX
are small compared to the effects of the total amount of gas avail-
able in the galaxy, and the total galactic mass that determines its
overall density profile. Ciotti et al. (2017) find a similar lack of
long-term influence of the AGN feedback on the X-ray luminos-
ity in their two-dimensional simulations of ETGs. AGN feedback
could have a larger impact on the total X-ray luminosity by perma-
nently reducing the hot gas density, e.g. by expelling large quanti-
ties of gas to beyond the virial radius, into the intergalactic medium.
This is a possible mechanism to quench forming ETGs in the first
place, but would need to happen at higher redshifts (compare e.g.
McCarthy et al. 2011). For example, Choi et al. (2015), who inves-
tigate the influence of different AGN feedback mechanisms on the
formation of ETGs in cosmological simulations, find that the X-
ray luminosity of their ETGs is∼ 2− 3 orders of magnitude lower
in simulations with the same mechanical-radiative AGN feedback
model that was used in our BH-WR run than in simulations without
AGN feedback. This is the case because the AGN wind feedback
drives out large amounts of gas from the galaxies at high redshifts,
strongly reducing the density and thereby the X-ray luminosity of
the remaining hot halo gas. Therefore, the total X-ray luminosity
of a galaxy can be an observational constraint on the effect of AGN
feedback on the galactic gas at high redshifts.
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However, under the conditions investigated in our simulations,
i.e. massive, local elliptical galaxies at low redshift, the feedback
seems only capable to drive outflows up to∼ 30 kpc, beyond which
they start cooling down into the centre again. This, together with
central heating, is enough to keep the galaxy quiescent, but it is
not enough to permanently expel significant amounts of gas from
the galaxy, and lower the overall X-ray luminosity which is mostly
determined by the initial condition, i.e. the gas density distribution
and gravitational potential of the galaxy about 4.5 Gyr before now.
While the total X-ray luminosity fails to distinguish the mod-
els with and without feedback from one another, we can still see
the effects of the feedback in the X-ray surface brightness distribu-
tion, which we show in Fig. 14 for the initial condition and the final
states of our three runs. In all three runs, the formation of the central
dense disc leads to a very bright core region of the X-ray emitting
gas. However, in the models including wind feedback (BH-W and
BH-WR), the gas in the surrounding CGM (out to ∼ 30 kpc) is
kept about an order of magnitude brighter, as well as much more
structured, than in the no-BH run.
The hot outflows caused by the wind feedback in both the BH-
W and BH-WR models result in several kpc large, outward moving
cavities in the X-ray surface brightness. Such X-ray cavities have
been observed and associated with AGN activity in many galax-
ies, and their sizes are roughly comparable to those of the cavities
found in our simulations (e.g. Churazov et al. 2000; Bıˆrzan et al.
2004; Forman et al. 2007). They are somewhat visible in the rele-
vant panels of Fig. 14, but we also show one much clearer example
of a forming X-ray cavity in the BH-WR model in Fig. 15.
7 LIMITATIONS OF THE AGN FEEDBACKMODEL
The AGN feedback model we use in this paper contains both a
radiative and kinetic wind feedback mode, which together are effi-
cient at limiting the SMBH growth, inhibiting star formation, and
driving metal-enriched outflows up to about 30 kpc from the centre.
However, the model does not include every mode of AGN feedback
that can be observationally motivated and might have an impact on
the galactic gas content. In particular, we neglect the potential ef-
fects of collimated radio jets on the evolution of the ISM and CGM.
It is difficult to directly model the highly relativistic syn-
chrotron jets that are observed in many massive galaxies (e.g. M87)
in galaxy-scale simulations as the ultra-high velocities in the jet
lead to very small time steps. Nonetheless, several groups have im-
plemented jet-like AGN feedback in the form of non-relativistic
(jet velocity ∼ 10000 km/s), strongly collimated winds mimick-
ing outflows launched from the accretion disc around the SMBH
into galaxy evolution simulations (e.g. Omma et al. 2004; Dubois
et al. 2010), especially in the context of the radio mode in com-
bined quasar/radio mode feedback models (e.g. Dubois et al. 2012,
2013).
The simulations presented in this paper do not include a ded-
icated jet feedback mechanism, even though the SMBH spends
most of its time at low accretion rates (∼ 90% of the total time at
fEdd < 1%, compare Fig. 5), i.e. in the radio-mode regime where
such a feedback mechanism might be relevant. The wind feedback
included in our simulations is similar to the non-relativistic jet feed-
back models described and used in the papers cited above, so its
effect would likely be qualitatively the same, i.e. driving out gas
perpendicular to the central gas disc plane.
However, a jet feedback mode would be even more strongly
collimated (with all gas in the jet being accelerated along the same
axis) than our wind feedback (which would only be perfectly col-
limated if all gas flowing onto the SMBH had a uniform direction
of angular momentum). This might enable it to push the central gas
farther away from the centre than the wind feedback, enriching the
CGM beyond ∼ 30 kpc with metals. On the other hand, an addi-
tional jet feedback mode is unlikely to change the results of our
simulations as far as the central region of the galaxy is concerned:
The wind feedback is already able to evacuate the very centre, in-
hibiting the star formation there, and a jet would be just as inca-
pable of affecting the surrounding dense gas disc (which is kept
mostly quiescent by the radiative feedback) as the wind feedback
due to its collimation.
8 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the influence of different forms of AGN feedback
on the evolution of isolated early-type galaxies at low redshift. For
this purpose, we used the SPH code SPHGal, an improved version
of GADGET3, to run simulations of an idealized, isolated, massive,
local elliptical galaxy with three different models: one without any
accretion onto or feedback from the central supermassive black
hole (model no-BH), one where the black-hole feedback is imple-
mented as a kinetic wind (model BH-W), and finally one where ra-
diative X-ray heating is added to the wind feedback from the black
hole (model BH-WR). We compared the outcomes of these three
simulations between each other, as well as to observations, with
respect to their star-formation and black-hole growth history, the
central density and temperature evolution of the ISM, the large-
scale flow patterns and metal distribution in the gas, and the X-ray
properties of the hot galactic gas.
Our results can be summarized as follows:
• Without black-hole feedback, a classical cooling-flow prob-
lem occurs in our simulation: Gas constantly flows into the central
region and cools onto a cold, dense disc with a very dense core in
the centre, resulting in permanent significant star formation. Once
gas had time to cool down from the initial condition, the galaxy is
not quiescent anymore for the rest of the simulation time.
Including black-hole feedback reduces the star formation rate
significantly: Pure wind feedback (the BH-W model) only reduces
the SFR moderately, resulting in a galaxy roughly in the “green val-
ley”, changing between slightly quiescent and slightly active states.
This reduction of the SFR is achieved by bipolar outflow from the
central cold, dense disc, that is caused by the wind feedback and
evacuates the very centre of the galaxy, which would otherwise (as
in the no-BH model) be the region with the highest SFR.
Adding radiative heating to the feedback as well (the BH-WR
model) results in a very quiescent, “red and dead”, galaxy that
shows only short bursts of significant star formation between longer
periods of very little star formation. Here, the dense, potentially
star-forming gas around the wind-feedback-evacuated galactic cen-
tre is periodically heated and expanded by the radiative feedback,
interrupting ongoing star formation, before it cools down again.
This feedback-driven alternation of heating & expansion and cool-
ing & compression leads to a strongly oscillating, overall much
lower SFR in the galaxy.
• The growth of the black hole is quite limited in both feedback
models, its mass increasing by only about 5% and 7.5% over the
whole simulation time of ∼ 4.35 Gyr in the BH-W and BH-WR
models, respectively. The duty cycle of the black hole is tenden-
tially too high in both models.
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Figure 14. Map of the X-ray surface brightness (0.5-2 keV band) of the gas in a 3 kpc thick, 100x100 kpc region around the galactic centre. The columns
show, from left to right, the initial condition and the states at the end of the simulation time for the no-BH, BH-W and BH-WR models. The black circle marks
1% of the virial radius. While the no-BH model produces a very bright core corresponding to the accretion region around the central star-forming disc, in the
BH-W and BH-WR models, the X-ray bright gas is more spread out throughout the ISM and CGM, though the bulk of the luminosity still comes from the
central core region.
Figure 15. Map of the X-ray surface brightness (0.5-2 keV band) of the gas
in a 3 kpc thick, 30x30 kpc region around the galactic centre for the BH-
WR model. The black circle marks 1% of the virial radius. One can see the
formation of an X-ray cavity in an AGN-driven outflow.
• Without black-hole feedback, the outer parts of the ISM and
CGM are deprived of metals over time, as all metal-rich gas slowly
flows into the galactic centre, leading to very low metallicity in the
outskirts and very high, supersolar metallicity in the central region.
In contrast, black-hole-wind feedback leads to large-scale outflows,
flattening the metallicity profile of the galactic gas out to about 30
kpc, while reducing it in the centre. Additional radiative feedback
does not affect this outcome.
The limited range (∼ 30 kpc distance from the centre) in which
the AGN feedback has a significant effect on the CGM in our simu-
lations is strongly influenced by the chosen initial condition, specif-
ically the deep potential well of this massive, low-redshift ETG. In
cosmological simulations (e.g. Choi et al. 2015), where the condi-
tions are different (especially at higher redshifts), the AGN feed-
back can drive winds to much higher distances from the galaxy, or
even eject gas from the galactic potential well completely. Further-
more, a collimated jet mode of the AGN feedback, which is not
included in our model, might also be able to move gas farther away
from the centre.
• The median total X-ray luminosity of the gas is only slightly
affected by the different black-hole feedback models, compared to
the observational scatter. The radiative feedback has the largest ef-
fect, leading to strong oscillation of the X-ray luminosity as the
central dense gas is constantly heated and cooling. Overall though,
all models fit reasonably well to the observed LX − Mtot(R <
5Re) relation, making the total gaseous X-ray luminosity a bad di-
agnostic to investigate black-hole feedback in low-redshift, massive
ETGs. At higher redshifts, where the AGN feedback can more ef-
ficiently reduce the overall hot gas density of the galaxy, its impact
on the total X-ray luminosity can be much more significant (com-
pare the cosmological simulations of Choi et al. 2015), making LX
a more useful diagnostic at these earlier times. Both the BH-W, and
the BH-WR feedback models result in the formation of X-ray cav-
ities in the feedback-induced hot outflows from the galactic centre,
confirming the observational link between these cavities and AGN
activity.
We conclude that feedback from the central supermassive
black hole is necessary to keep massive, isolated elliptical galax-
ies quiescent during the late stages of their evolution, as the feed-
back from their old stellar population (the only plausible alterna-
tive mechanism for maintaining the quiescence in isolation) is too
weak to have any significant effect on the thermal state of the ISM
at these galactic mass ranges. How the AGN feedback is imple-
mented has a major influence on its effect on the galactic gas: While
radiative feedback is very efficient in maintaining a low star forma-
tion rate through heating the central ISM, it is incapable of driv-
ing significant outflows by itself and does not affect the growth of
the SMBH much, while, on the other hand, the kinetic momen-
tum feedback resulting from broad-line region winds drives large-
scale outflows that can enrich the nearby CGM of the galaxy, but is
less effective at keeping the galaxy quiescent. Both forms of feed-
back need to act together to maintain quiescence, prevent excessive
SMBH growth, and distribute metals through the galactic gas via an
AGN-driven galactic fountain, and thereby produce galactic prop-
erties in accordance with the observational constraints.
It is worth noting that, while the AGN feedback in our sim-
ulations is perfectly capable of keeping the ETG quiescent when
we assume 20% of the cosmological baryon fraction for the ini-
tial mass of the hot halo, if we instead take an initial condition
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with 50% of the cosmological baryon fraction, corresponding to
an about three times more massive gaseous halo, the central gas
density becomes too high for the AGN feedback to have much of
an effect, resulting in a constantly star-forming galaxy even when
the full feedback model is enabled. This implies (for our assumed
gas density profile) that local quiescent ETGs must have lost much
of their gas at higher redshifts, likely during the time when they
were quenched in the first place, possibly because it was ejected
by still more effective (due to shallower potential wells and much
higher quasar activity) AGN-driven winds. Alternatively, the hot
gas could have been not fully ejected, but instead distributed much
more evenly throughout the CGM of the galaxy, leading to a much
shallower, and hence less X-ray bright and less efficiently cooling
gas density profile.
While our isolated initial conditions allow us to study the ef-
fects of AGN feedback in a controlled way, free from degenera-
cies with effects from intergalactic interactions, this of course also
means that these interactions—and more generally, the effects of
the galactic environment on the ETG’s evolution and the AGN
feedback’s efficiency—are not included. These isolated simulations
also do not provide any statistics: we look at only one possible ETG
out of a range of possible ones that are consistent with observa-
tional constraints on their masses, etc. To address these issues, cos-
mological (zoom-in) simulations are necessary. For example, Choi
et al. (2015) did such a study for massive ETGs, and their results in
regard to the necessity of AGN feedback are consistent with ours.
Another weakness of our approach in this work is the limited
resolution: While it is good enough to investigate the effects of the
AGN feedback on the galactic gas on large, galaxy-wide scales, it
limits our ability to resolve the central dense gas. This makes it
impossible to attempt more detailed comparisons of AGN-driven
outflows of different phases in the simulation with observed ones,
as, for example, warm-ionized outflows of ∼ 105M (e.g. those
observed by Cheung et al. 2016) can simply not be well resolved
with gas particles of 105M. To investigate the effect of AGN feed-
back on the multi-phase ISM in the centre of ETGs in detail, it will
therefore be necessary (at least with current computing technology)
to focus simulations on smaller scales than a whole galaxy.
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